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5.22. Detailed Information
The appendix contains a section which provides additional details relating to
report elements including their properties.
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6. Information Models (Metapatterns)
The world is full of patterns and information technology engineers and architects
leverage these patterns when trying to get a computer to do something
effectively and efficiently for humans. Understanding the patterns which exist
can help make both building and using software easier.
Business reports, including financial reports, have patterns. Another way of
saying this is that business reports are not random. There are not an infinite
number of patterns in business reporting.
The next section, Business Reporting Use Cases, introduces a set of
approximately 30 business reporting use cases collected over a number of years.
That set of 30 business use cases was condensed from many, many different
business reporting use cases examined in order to understand how to model
financial information using XBRL. These business use cases were also used within
the USFRTF Patterns Guide which was created in order to help understand how to
construct the US GAAP Taxonomy.
These 30 business use cases were distilled down further, basically to their
essence. This distilled version is referred to here as a metapattern. Basically,
every business reporting use case follows one or a combination of these
metapatterns. While it is hard to say if these metapatterns will cover 100% of all
business reporting use cases, it is hard to dispute that any of these 9
metapatterns.
The US GAAP Taxonomy Architecture refers to these metapatterns as compact
pattern definitions and documents a number of these metapatterns in what it
refers to as style guides. These style guides were never released publicly but
they are referred to in the US GAAP Taxonomy Architecture. Everything within the
US GAAP Taxonomy fits into one or a combination of these metapatterns.
Metapatterns explain the business semantics within a modelling of information
expressed as an XBRL taxonomy. As such, these metapatterns can be said to
express information models.
The following is a summary of the identified business reporting metapatterns.


Hierarchy: A hierarchy information model denotes a hierarchy of
concepts with no numeric relations. If no numeric relations exist, then the
information model of the component is a hierarchy. Basically, anything
can be modelled as a hierarchy. It is the addition of additional relations,
typically computations, which turns a hierarchy into some other
metapattern.



Roll Up: A roll up information model computes a total from a set of other
concepts. This information model is commonly referred to a “roll up”, or
the equation A + B = C. All concepts involved in this information model
have the same set of characteristics and all must be numeric.



Roll Forward: A roll forward information model reconciles the balance of
a concept between two points in time. This information model is commonly
referred to a “roll forward” or “movement analysis” or the equation:
beginning balance + changes = ending balance. In this equation period
[Axis] is as of two different points in time and the changes occur during
the period between those two points in time.



Compound Fact: A compound fact information model is characterized by
the fact that some set of other concepts or some other information model
exists for a set of characteristics expressed by one or more [Axis]. For
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example, the salary information for the directors of an entity is a
compound fact. The salary information is made up of salary, bonuses,
director fees which roll up into total salary and this set of compound facts
can be expressed for any number of directors, the director being the
characteristic or axis of the compound fact.


Adjustment: An adjustment information model reconciles an originally
stated balance to a restated balance, the adjustment being the total
change, between two different report dates. An adjustment is similar to a
roll forward in that it is a reconciliation, however rather than the period
[Axis] changing; it is the Report Date [Axis] which changes: originally
reported balance + adjustment = restated balance.



Variance: A variance information model reconciles some reporting
scenario with another reporting scenario, the variance between reporting
scenarios being the variance or changes. For example, a sales analysis
which reconciles the concept sales for the reporting scenarios of actual and
budgeted is a variance. The equation is: actual – budget = variance.



Complex Computation: A complex computation information model can
be thought of as a hierarchy plus a set of commutations between different
concepts within that hierarchy which are challenging to model as the
parent/child relations of a graph. The type of computations can vary
significantly, thus the challenging in modelling.
For example, the
computation of earnings per share is a complex computation.



Text Block: A text block information model is an information model which
contains, by definition, only one concept and that concept expresses what
amounts to a narrative or prose as escaped HTML within that one concept.
For example, the narrative associated with a set of accounting policies
expressed as a list or a table presentation format is a text block. As there
is only one concept, there can be no relations within the information
model.



Grid: A grid information model is a pseudo metapattern which uses the
presentation characteristics of the columns and rows of a table to model
information. Because the grid models presentation information and not
business semantics, it cannot be considered a metapattern. However, the
grid is included in this list because the US GAAP Taxonomy uses a grid
information model to model the statement of changes in equity.

You can obtain example XBRL instances and XBRL taxonomies and other
information for each of these metapatterns which is helpful in understanding
these metapatterns at the following URL:
http://www.xbrlsite.com/DigitalFinancialReporting/Metapatterns/2011-07-15
It is important to examine the details of these metapatterns, that is where the
clues lie which provide understanding of each metapattern and the differences
between the metapatterns. We now provide key information which is helpful in
gaining an understanding of these business reporting metapatterns. Each uses a
financial reporting oriented example as most business users understand financial
reporting to a sufficient degree.
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6.1. Hierarchy
A hierarchy information model denotes a hierarchy of concepts with no numeric
relations. If no numeric relations exist, then the information model of the
component is a hierarchy. Basically, anything can be modelled as a hierarchy. It
is the addition of additional relations, typically computations, which turns a
hierarchy into some other metapattern.
The Hierarchy metapattern models a hierarchy or a tree of information. A
Hierarchy metapattern has no computations (i.e. no XBRL calculations or XBRL
Formulas relating to relations between numeric values). A hierarchy can contain
business rules such as reportability rules which helps one understand when
specific information must be reported.
6.1.1.Visual Example

6.1.2.Description of Example
The example shows a Hierarchy of accounting policies. If you are familiar with
something like the outline feature of Microsoft Word then you know what a
hierarchy is. There are no explicit relationships between concepts within this type
of information model because XBRL most taxonomies don’t generally distinguish
between the types of relations. They could, but they currently do not. As such,
we make no distinction between types of relations. Again, by definition everything
is a Hierarchy unless additional information is added which turns the hierarchy
into some other metapattern.
A Hierarchy can always be identified by a software application by the fact that
there are no XBRL calculations or other business rules expressing computations
within the taxonomy.
6.1.3.Extension Points
The following are the logical extension points for a Hierarchy metapattern:


Add new [Axis]



Add new [Member] to [Axis]



Add new concepts to [Line Items] of Hierarchy
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6.2. Roll Up
A roll up information model computes a total from a set of other concepts. This
information model is commonly referred to a “roll up”, or by the equation A + B =
C.
All concepts involved in this information model have the same set of
characteristics and all must be numeric.
The Roll Up metapattern can be thought of as a hierarchy metapattern with
additional constraints. One additional constraint is that the total and the
components of the total must all be numeric and of the same data type. Another
constraint is that a business rule for the relations between the total and the set of
concept which make up that total is expressed.
6.2.1.Visual Example

6.2.2.Description
The Roll Up in the example above is a set of five concepts which add up to a sixth
concept: Land + Buildings, Net + Furniture and Fixtures, Net + Computer
Equipment, Net + Other Property, Plant and Equipment, Net = Property, Plant
and Equipment, Net, Total. A Roll Up can have other Roll Ups within (i.e. nested),
what amount to sub totals.
A Roll Up can always be identified by a software application by its set of XBRL
calculations within the XBRL taxonomy.
6.2.3.Extension Points
The following are extension points for a Roll Up metapattern:


Add new [Axis]



Add new [Member] to [Axis]



Add new concepts to the concepts being rolled up (i.e. a new total concept
cannot be added, that would require an entirely new roll up); for example,
adding “Airplanes” to the roll up above would make sense but adding
another concept “Property, Plant and Equipment” would not make sense
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6.3. Roll Forward
A roll forward information model reconciles the balance of a concept between two
points in time. This information model is commonly referred to a “roll forward” or
“movement analysis” or by the equation: beginning balance + changes = ending
balance. In this equation, the Period [Axis] is as of two different points in time
and the changes occur during the period between those two points in time.
The changes within a roll forward could take the form of one concept, a set of
many change concepts, or one or more roll ups which aggregate to change
concepts.
6.3.1.Visual Example

6.3.2.Description
The Roll Forward above reconciles the beginning balance of Land to the ending
balance of Land. The XBRL instance provides Facts for two Roll Forwards, 2010
and 2009. Land, Beginning Balance + Additions – Disposals + Translation
Difference = Land, Ending Balance. In the case above, the change concept is the
total of a roll up.
A Roll Forward can be identified by the business rule which must be used to verify
the computation of the reconciliation, beginning balance + changes = ending
balance with a changing Period [Axis].
6.3.3.Extension Points
The following are extension points for a Roll Forward metapattern:


Add new [Axis]



Add new [Member] to [Axis]



Add new concepts to the Roll Up of changes; (a new balance concept
would never be added)



Add a new Roll Up of changes or one or more change concepts; (i.e. a roll
forward can have one or many changes)

Note that there are two approaches to modelling a roll forward. The first is to
create a roll up to summarize all changes and then model only one change
concept. The second is to not use a roll up and model each change separately.
Semantically, the two are equivalent.
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6.4. Compound Fact
A compound fact information model is characterized by the fact that for some set
of concepts expressed within some information model; that information model
can be expressed over some characteristic expressed as an [Axis]. Basically, it is
the [Axis] which provides additional information which makes each information
model unique. For example, the salary information for the directors of an entity
is a compound fact. The salary information is made up of salary, bonuses,
director fees and such information must be associated with a specific director to
be meaningful and to distinguish, say, one salary from another salary.
6.4.1.Visual Example

6.4.2.Description
In the example above salary information is expressed for the directors of an
entity. The salary information (salary, bonus, director fee, and options granted)
are the concepts which make up the compound fact. The director is the axis
along which the salary information is expressed, here for the members John Doe,
Jane Doe, and the total salary information for all directors.
Any information model could be expressed as a compound fact. In the example
above the information model is a hierarchy. This information model might have
also been modelled as a roll up had a total of all salary information been
provided.
6.4.3.Extension Points
The following are extension points for a compound fact metapattern:


Add new [Member] to [Axis] (generally, a new [Axis] would not be added
but might be to further detail the primary characteristic)



Add new concepts to [Line Items]



Basically, extension points are determined by the specific information
model of the compound fact
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6.5. Adjustment
An adjustment information model reconciles an originally stated balance to a
restated balance, the adjustment being the total change, between two different
report dates.
An adjustment is similar to a roll forward in that it is a
reconciliation, however rather than the Period [Axis] changing; it is the Report
Date [Axis] which changes: originally reported balance + adjustment = restated
balance.
The Adjustment metapattern shows how to model an adjustment to a prior period
financial statement for a change in accounting policy or correction of an error as
defined by financial reporting standards. This same approach can be used for
making adjustments to other beginning balances not related to financial
reporting.
6.5.1.Visual Example

6.5.2.Description
The example Adjustment above reconciles the Retained Earnings (Accumulated
Losses), Originally Stated in 2009 to its Restated 2009 Beginning Balance via the
Prior Period Adjustments which make up the change. Note that an Adjustment
looks similar in presentation to a roll forward, however it is different in that a
different [Axis] is changing.
An Adjustment can be identified by software applications by the business rule
which computes the adjustment to verify that it is correctly articulated within the
XBRL instance: originally stated + adjustment = restated balance over a changing
Report Date [Axis].
6.5.3.Extension Points
The following are extension points for an Adjustment metapattern:


Add new [Axis]



Add new [Member] to [Axis]



Add new adjustment concepts to [Line Items] of the adjustment; (new
balance concepts cannot be added)
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6.6. Variance
A variance information model reconciles some reporting scenario with another
reporting scenario, the variance between reporting scenarios being the variance
or changes. For example, a sales analysis which reconciles the concept sales for
the reporting scenarios of actual and budgeted is a variance. The equation in this
case is: actual – budget = variance. But a variance could take other forms such
as a variance from forecast, variance from plan, etc.
A variance is characterised by a changing Reporting Scenario [Axis] and the
information model of a variance could take the form of any information model
such as a hierarchy, roll up, roll forward, etc.
6.6.1.Visual Example

6.6.2.Description
A Variance reconciles two different reporting scenarios differentiated using the
Reporting Scenarios [Axis], in the case here Actual [Member] and Budgeted
[Member], the difference being the Variance, or Reporting Scenarios, All
[Member].
A Variance can be identified by software applications by the business rule which
verifies and computes the variance, Actual [Member] + Budgeted [Member] =
Reporting Scenarios, All [Member], all within the Reporting Scenario [Axis].
[CSH: The Reporting Scenarios, All [Member] as the variance seems odd to me;
this should probably be Variance [Member].]
6.6.3.Extension Points
The following are extension points for a Variance metapattern:


Add new [Axis]



Add new [Member] to an [Axis]



Add new concepts to [Line Items]

What can change is determined by the information model of the concepts for
which a variance is being expressed.
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6.7. Complex Computation
A complex computation information model can be thought of as a hierarchy plus a
set of commutations between different concepts within that hierarchy which are
more challenging to model than a roll up or roll forward. The type of
computations can vary significantly, thus the challenging in modelling. For
example, the computation of earnings per share is a complex computation.
Basically, any hierarchy can be turned into a complex computation by adding
business rules which express relations between the concepts within the [Line
Items] of that hierarchy.
6.7.1.Visual Example

6.7.2.Description
A Complex Computation metapattern is in essence a Hierarchy metapattern with
Business Rules which express complex relations between numeric values
contained in that hierarchy. In the example above, Earnings Per Share is
expressed in relation to Net Income and Weighted Average Common Shares. The
Weighted Average Common Shares computation is also expressed as a business
rule.
An Complex Computation metapattern can always be identified by software as it
does not fit into any other metapattern category. It will have some XBRL
Formula, but it will not match any of the other XBRL Formulas for the other
metapatterns.
6.7.3.Extension Points
The following are extension points for a Complex Computation metapattern:


Add new [Axis]



Add new [Member] to [Axis]



Add new concepts to [Line Items]



Add new business rules to set of relations
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6.8. Text Block
A text block information model is an information model which contains, by
definition, only one concept and that concept expresses what amounts to a
narrative or prose as escaped HTML within that one concept. For example, the
narrative associated with a set of accounting policies expressed as a list or a table
presentation format is a text block. As there is only one concept, there can be no
relations within the information model.
6.8.1.Visual Example

6.8.2.Description
Any portion of a business report can be modelled as a [Text Block], referred to as
“block tagged”. Alternatively, any portion could also be “detailed tagged” using
one of the other information model metapatterns.
6.8.3.Extension Points
The following are extension points for a Text Block metapattern:


Add new [Axis]



Add new [Member] to [Axis]
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6.9. Grid
A grid information model is a pseudo metapattern which uses the presentation
characteristics of the columns and rows of a table to model information. Because
the grid models presentation information and not business semantics, it cannot
be considered a metapattern. However, the grid is included in this list because
the US GAAP Taxonomy uses a grid information model to model the statement of
changes in equity.
6.9.1.Visual Example

HINT: In a grid, the axis are generally the columns of the grid and the
concepts reported are the rows of the grid. Because the axis are unique to
the grid and the rows repeat for every fact value reported, many portions of
a grid cannot tie to other components of a business report.
6.9.2.Description
The grid is used to model the statement of changes in equity above. The axis
Equity Component [Axis] assigned to a fact indicates which column the fact
belongs in. The [Line Items] determines the rows of the table. The cells of the
table are the intersections between the Equity Component [Axis] and the concept
of the set of [Line Items] of the fact which should go into that cell.
6.9.3.Extension Points
The following are extension points for a Grid metapattern:


Add new [Axis]



Add new [Member] to [Axis]



Add a new concept to [Line Items]
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